
From Representation to Apotheosis: 
Nö’s Modern Myth of Okina
Eric C. Rath

Modern discussions of ritual and the origins of the six-hundred-year-old Japanese nö
theatre have focused on the enigmatic Okina dance—one of the “three rites,” shikisan-
ban, enacted today by performers at the New Year’s and other ceremonial occasions. For
modern nö actors, Okina is the heart of nö: a living prototype of the ritual theatre nö
once supposedly embodied but somehow lost. Yet Okina’s very rituality differentiates it
from nö. Hence Okina is cited both as an archetype of nö’s past and as a salient point
of contrast for defining nö’s artistry today.

This article declares this relationship between Okina and nö to be a modern formu-
lation resulting from three factors: a change in religiosity in the early twentieth century,
the role of scholars and performers of that era in reclaiming Okina’s centrality to nö,
and assumptions in the fields of anthropology and folklore studies about the origin of
theatre in ritual. The modern conceptualization of Okina functions as an invented
tradition engendering authority for nö professionals, particularly the hereditary elite,
who compete to lay claim to its mystery, sanctity, and power.

Eric C. Rath received a Ph.D. in history from the University of Michigan and is cur-
rently an assistant professor of premodern Japanese history at the University of Kansas.
This study of Okina is part of his wider research on the ethos and professionalization
of nö from the era of Zeami to the present. 

The ritual dance of the “old man,” Okina, has been important
to nö theatre from before the time of Zeami (d. 1443), and its relation-
ship to nö and its meaning have been debated ever since. One of “three
rites,” shikisanban, Okina is part of a series of dances now reserved for
special occasions. Okina is called a ritual.1 And the so-called ritual
aspects of the dance are reversals of the typical dramaturgical conven-
tions of nö. For example: secret ceremonies take place backstage before
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the performance, actors don their masks onstage in full view of the
audience, and they use atypical modes of performance. Paradoxically,
scholars and performers consider Okina to be the basis for nö drama,
and it is a familiar point of comparison for delineating nö ’s salient fea-
tures. The interpretation of Okina as a ritual is supported by the view
that the actor in the role of Okina is said to become, or unite with, a
divinity when he puts on the Okina mask.

The interpretation of Okina as a ritual act of apotheosis, or sha-
manistic possession, as described below, is a modern replacement for
premodern explanations of Okina. In the premodern era, Okina and
the rest of the dances of the shikisanban were viewed as representations
of the divine. But in the modern era, Okina has come to be called an
act of apotheosis. Premodern views of Okina relied on religious exe-
gesis; the modern interpretation was created after the underpinnings
of these religious modes of thinking came into dispute. Consequently,
the modern version can be termed an “invented tradition” that testi-
fies to the authority of the nö profession while masquerading as a rit-
ual reenactment of an ancient spiritual rite.2 I will begin with a brief
description of the modern performance of Okina before outlining the
evolution of its interpretation.

Although Okina is performed by the same actors who enact nö,
certain theatrical conventions found in nö are transgressed to distin-
guish Okina as a ritual. Okina is usually performed on special occa-
sions, such as New Year’s, and, whenever it is performed, it is always the
first work on the program.3 Three other characteristics mark Okina as
different from nö. First, in contrast to nö plays, Okina begins with elab-
orate ceremonies enacted backstage. Second, Okina lacks typical ele-
ments of nö including identifiable characters, plot, and setting—to
name the most outstanding differences. And third, the actor dancing
the role of Okina is said not to be representing a god as in a nö play:
rather he is said to magically become the god.

The audience can catch only a glimpse of the rituals occurring
backstage prior to the performance, when one of the performers
momentarily parts the curtain separating the greenroom from the
stage and strikes a flint and steel together. This moment provides the
audience with the only visible indication that ceremonies of purifica-
tion and worship are occurring in the liminal area of the backstage in
the aptly named mirror room (kagami no ma), where performers cus-
tomarily don their masks and contemplate their dramatic personae in
a large mirror before a play. That these rites occur in an area accessi-
ble only to the performers, as opposed to the public space of the stage,
reinforces the notion that the performers are engaged in acts of wor-
ship as opposed to merely acting worshipful for the audience.
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Spectators cannot watch the backstage ceremonies, but the
curious can easily find information about the ritual preparations for
Okina in performers’ memoirs (geidan). Readers can learn, first, that
the backstage rites are often preceded by several days of sexual absti-
nence and ceremonies of purification. Authorities note that the length
of the period of purification has changed historically and is different
for each school of nö.4 A Kita school actor, Takabayashi Köji (b. 1935),
said that the preperformance rites lasted for a week to ten days for his
school (Bethe 1984, 97); the head of the Kongö school, Kongö Iwao II
(d. 1998), claimed that actors in his school still practiced a week of
austerities (Teele 1984, 77). The period of ritual purification includes
two specifications. First, actors are supposed to follow a special—but
largely unspecified—diet. Second, they are to avoid contact with
women—to the point of refraining from using the same bathwater or
eating food prepared by women—for fear that women might transfer
“impurities” to the actor through the fire used for cooking or heating
the bathwater. Performers therefore maintain a “separate fire” (bekka)
—referring to the fire used expressly by an actor who will perform
Okina. Few Japanese still cook over open fires, however, and in the
present age of microwaves and hot water on demand, some nö per-
formers have acknowledged the impossibility of maintaining the stric-
tures of “separate fire” even if they wanted.5

Without detailed descriptions of “separate fire” rites from the
earliest period, it is difficult to determine their history.6 In his fifteenth-
century treatise on Okina, Meishukushü, Konparu Zenchiku (d. 1470?)
mentioned a ritual meal of five offertory grains taken before perfor-
mance (Meishukushü, p. 401). The sixteenth-century Hachijö kadensho
required performers to conduct seven days of ritual purification prior
to performances of Okina (p. 516) but did not mention the “separate
fire.” The first mention I found of the term“bekka” was in a nö treatise
from the mid-seventeenth century ( Jikkanshö taiköbon, p. 149). Time
does not permit me to explore all the implications of this point, but
the concept of bekka came to be applied to nö at a time when perform-
ers began clarifying bloodlines and writing genealogies to strengthen
the hereditary boundaries of their profession. This was partially in reac-
tion to the demands of the Tokugawa shogunate to limit social mobil-
ity, but it was also a proactive move to secure occupational rights. Patri-
lineal bloodlines were the most critical. Women are mentioned in
genealogies only as daughters or wives exchanged in marriage to solid-
ify bonds between two unrelated males, especially between a master
and his chief successor (Rath 1998, 159–191). The concept of bekka
deploys sexuality in the same way as the genealogy: as a means to mark
vertical and horizontal unions among male performers. Bekka indicates
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the absence of women—thereby calling attention to the bond among
male performers conducting Okina. Bekka also draws attention to the
fact that professional expertise in nö is still constructed as flowing
patrilineally from father to son, or from a male teacher, such as the
“family head” (iemoto) to a male disciple. Today women can become
professional nö performers, but only men can participate in Okina. Nö
actors stigmatize women as a way of setting themselves apart, not just
from women, but from the rest of society by virtue of their “purity” pre-
served by esoteric rites.

On the day of the performance of Okina, a small altar is erected
backstage in the mirror room for a ceremony called the okina kazari.7

The altar serves as a temporary place of enshrinement for the two
masks used: the white mask of Okina and the black mask of Sanbasö.
Props used in the performance such as Sanbasö’s bell-stick (suzu) are
also placed on this altar along with offerings of consecrated rice, sake
(or water), salt, and other items.8 The performers assemble and take
seats on the floor; the actor playing Okina sits closest to the altar.
Beginning with Okina, the performers sip from a cup containing the
sake or water (Morita 1992, 19–20). The performers are then purified
by a “fire ritual” of sparks made from steel and flint. Before taking the
stage, the actor playing Okina utters a final “incantation” called the
okina watashi before he passes through the curtain (Konparu 1983, 4).

There are many unique points about the performance of Okina
that distinguish it from other nö plays. First, the staging for Okina is
distinctive, since the chorus lines up behind the musicians, not at the
side of the main stage, their usual position. Three shoulder-drum play-
ers perform in Okina, when usually only one performs. Finally, for per-
formances of Okina the customary dress of the chorus and musicians,
consisting of a kimono and trousers (hakama), is replaced with formal
dress (suökamishimo) and kariginu, a loose cloak with a round collar and
flared shoulders worn over the kimono. The actors also wear courtiers’
hats (eboshi) and long-legged trousers (nagabakama), which complete
their formal dress.

Technically the Okina dance is one of the “three rites” (shikisan-
ban)—a program consisting of a series of dances by separate actors in
the roles of Senzai, Okina, and Sanbasö. Okina is performed by an
actor from one of the five shite schools. Sanbasö is danced by a kyögen
performer. Senzai is danced either by a kyögen or a shite actor, and it is
the only role performed without a mask.9

The dances are performed in the order of Senzai, Okina, and
Sanbasö, but here the discussion will focus on Okina since it is the prin-
cipal focus in modern nö discourse. One of the high points of the per-
formance occurs halfway through Senzai’s dance, when the actor play-
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ing Okina dons his mask in view of the audience. This point is said to
mark the actor’s transformation into a deity. The actor Takabayashi
Köji gave his account of this transformation: “Once I wear the mask I
am in communion with the god inside me, with the universal part that
transcends the mundane. That part of me which is godlike dances and
that same universal god resides in the mask; therefore both mask and
performer are god” (Bethe 1984, 96). Instead of “getting into charac-
ter” and representing a deity or any other figure as in a nö play, the
actor performing Okina becomes (or unites with) a higher power.

The second highlight of the performance occurs when Okina
utters his famous incomprehensible lines—the “god song” (kamiuta)—
prior to his own dance. The god song is impenetrable even in written
form, since it consists of strings of syllables threaded around auspi-
cious verses, some taken from medieval ballads: imayö and saibara. (See
Appendix 1.) Scholars have suggested possible meanings for some of
the opaque words. Some have proposed that they are magical incanta-
tions, vocalizations of musical instruments, or even classical Tibetan.10

Perhaps the god song is meaningless. In his discussion of the three-
thousand-year-old Vedic Agnicayanna ritual, the philosopher Frits Staal
argues that the inherent meaninglessness of the ritual verses accounts
for their preservation and allows for a multitude of interpretations.11

Whether or not the lack of a clear meaning has helped preserve the
integrity of Okina’s god song is uncertain, but the absence of stable
meaning has allowed performers and scholars to impute many differ-
ent interpretations.12 This is not to say that performers consider the
drama of Okina itself meaningless—for to do so would deny nö ’s ethos.
In fact, the modern interpretation resists the meaninglessness of Okina
to propose a definition that substantiates the rights of professional
performers. Apparent meaninglessness is presented as a hidden mys-
tery that the audience simply cannot access but professional perform-
ers know intimately.

Describing Okina as a mysterious ritual may absolve modern nö
performers from having to explain the full meaning of the dance, but
the meanings of the dance’s religiosity have changed historically. The
oldest form of the shikisanban, which predates Zeami, originally had
two other roles: the masked character of the old man Chichinojö and
his young unmasked counterpart, Enmeikaja.13 The oldest surviving
version of the text for this part is from the sixteenth-century Hachijö
kadensho (see Appendix 2).14 The setting of the dance appears to be
India, and it is a short dialogue between Enmeikaja, representing the
historical Buddha Shakyamuni, and Chichinojö, who represents
Shakyamuni’s father, King Jöbon (Sanskrit: Suddhobodana) (Amano
1995, 39). One medieval explanation of the origin of the Okina dance
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posited King Jöbon as the creator of the shikisanban.15 From that per-
spective, the dialogue between Enmeikaja and Chichinojö presents
both a historical-religious vignette and a Buddhist framework for
explaining the entire shikisanban. Besides the religious undertones, the
scene of Chichinojö and Enmeikaja is also more explicitly dramatic
since the masked characters represent specific figures. Their dialogue
suggests that Okina is also a representation of a deity if not simply 
an elderly man. Why the dialogue of Enmeikaja and Chichinojö was
dropped from most performances of the shikisanban in the late four-
teenth century remains uncertain. Its absence dilutes the shikisanban
of dramatic qualities, however, and marks a profound change in the
work’s religious meaning. It should be noted that the transformation
of the shikisanban occurred at the same time that actors including
Zeami began defining the aesthetics of nö. This suggests a connection,
still unclear, between the development of a nö “ritual” and the forma-
tion of nö ’s artistic language.

Medieval and early modern performers posited a wide range of
interpretations of the shikisanban in their secret treatises. While these
writings differ in their conclusions, they agree that the actor playing
Okina represented a divinity—but not so specific a deity as a divine
character in a nö play. In some cases, interpretations of the shikisanban
encompassed all the performers on stage including the musicians, so
that the entire cast is described as representing a wide range of male
and female deities, buddhas, cosmic elements, and heavenly bodies
simultaneously.16 In Style and the Flower (Füshikaden), Zeami gave a Bud-
dhist interpretation of Okina, but his contemporary Konparu Zen-
chiku portrayed Okina as representing a manifold of Shinto and Bud-
dhist deities and even historical figures such as the Heian-period
(794–1185) statesman and poet Sugawara no Michizane (Komatsu
1985, 155). In the late sixteenth century, Okina was most often
depicted in nö writings as representing the Kasuga deity, but the char-
acter Sanbasö who appears later in the dance was variously interpreted
as the Sumiyoshi deity, as Amaterasu, as Togakushi Myöjin, and as the
Kasuga deity (Nakamura 1994, 505). Similar interpretations can be
found in nö writings up through the end of the early modern period.
In the mid-Meiji period, Kinoshita Keiken’s (d. 1916) landmark work,
A Collection of Nö Secrets (Nögaku unnöshü), followed these precedents of
interpretation, associating both Okina and Senzai with the deity Ama-
terasu.17

Premodern interpretations of Okina faced their first significant
scholarly challenge in 1906 with Yoshida Tögo’s seminal article in the
journal Nögaku. Yoshida, who would win fame a few years later for pub-
lishing Zeami’s secret treatises, presented one of the first scholarly
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accounts of the history of Okina. He began with Kinoshita Keiken’s
analysis and proceeded chronologically, dismissing premodern views
of Okina as representing a divinity (Yoshida 1906, 15–28). Yoshida
did not offer a satisfactory explanation of the dance in place of these
older interpretations, however, beyond simply noting its antiquity and
sacredness. Yoshida’s article challenged performers to reconcile their
interpretations of Okina with modern scholarship, but performers
also reacted to changes in the religious zeitgeist that witnessed gov-
ernment persecution of Buddhism and the development of emperor-
centered State Shinto in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies.18

In subsequent interpretations of Okina, performers deempha-
sized Buddhist, polyvalent, and syncretic interpretations in favor of
connecting Okina with the sun goddess, Amaterasu. This shift conve-
niently linked the origin of nö to the divine progenitor of the imperial
line and the modern myths surrounding the emperor—a helpful move
in a period when the court and imperial household ministry (kunaishö)
became key patrons of nö.19 Thus the head of the Kongö school, Kongö
Ukyö (d. 1936), explained that Okina represented Ninigi, the grand-
son of Amaterasu. Ukyö strengthened the connection between Okina
and the imperial line by stipulating that the box holding the Okina
mask stood for the imperial regalia (sanshü no shinki).20 The renowned
actor Umewaka Minoru II (d. 1959) stated in 1935 that Okina repre-
sented Amaterasu in certain moments of the dance and at other times
signified heaven, earth, and humanity (Öwada 1935, 1 and 5). In con-
trast to premodern interpretations—which viewed many, if not all, of
the performers as representations of the divine—modern performers
from this period onward focused almost entirely on Okina.21 Lacking
the salient religious worldview that formerly had grounded interpre-
tations of the deities portrayed on stage, modern actors needed to
mark the moment of the actor’s apotheosis. Hence the focus in mod-
ern nö discourse on the point of transubstantiation when the actor
dons the Okina mask.

The view that Okina is a preserved form of shamanistic posses-
sion is an invented tradition, dating from after World War II, and was
inspired by folklore studies (minzokugaku). The historian Carol Gluck
(1978) has illustrated the impact of the research of folklorists such as
Yanagita Kunio (d. 1962) and Orikuchi Shinobu (d. 1953) on the field
of Japanese history. Their work provoked historians to search for the
people’s place in the historical past. Likewise, scholars of the perform-
ing arts in the postwar period turned to folklore, Western anthropol-
ogy, and the scholarly study of folk performing arts, minzoku geinö, to
theorize about nö’s origins and the early history of theatre. These
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scholars showed particular fascination with Okina, suggesting that the
Okina mask enshrined a deity (goshintai) and that the dance revealed
nö’s possible beginnings as an agricultural rite (Toida 1985, 35–36). In
one study, the influential nö scholar Nogami Toyoichirö compared nö
with classical Greek drama and noted the universal origin of theatre in
ritual. In primitive societies, he explained, a dancer representing a
deity in an act of worship frequently becomes associated with that divin-
ity in the eyes of the audience (Nogami 1948, 211). Nogami’s argument
was more than just a nod to the supposed origins of theatre in ritual,
for it bore strong similarities to prevailing theories about the relation-
ship between ritual and drama accepted by contemporary Western
scholars including Lucien Levy-Bruhl and Mircea Eliade. In a 1968
work, Eliade made a general observation about mask wearing in prim-
itive societies: mask wearers ritually transform into the objects of their
representation, he argued, becoming gods in the eyes of the primitive
audience.22 Japanese scholars applied this argument to the Okina rit-
ual: Yokomichi Mario, for instance, wrote that the actor donning the
Okina mask becomes a god.23

Performers in the postwar era became acquainted with acade-
mic interpretations of Okina through involvement in collaborative
projects,24 chiefly the study of the newly discovered treatises of Zeami.
Zeami’s writings, now viewed as central to nö discourse, once remained
secret and scarcely known from the era of Zeami’s lifetime up to the
first decade of the twentieth century when they were published. It was
not until the postwar era that performers began to read Zeami in sig-
nificant numbers and with scholarly attention. Kanze Hisao was among
the most enthusiastic. He attended university lectures on Zeami by
Nose Asaji in 1949 and 1950 and later helped found a Zeami study
group for performers, Zeami densho kenkyükai, in 1952 for the pur-
pose of understanding Zeami’s theories and applying them in per-
formance. Prominent scholars including Nishio Minoru, Yokomichi
Mario, and Omote Akira participated in these seminars. The view that
Okina constituted the “foundational root” of nö dance, as Zeami
described in Kyakuraika, and of nö chant (utai), as Zeami’s son Moto-
yoshi reiterated in Sarugaku dangi, became buzzwords for Kanze Hisao
and other actors (Kyakuraika, p. 246; Sarugaku dangi, p. 260). Hisao,
for instance, called Okina the “original art” (motogei) (Kanze Hisao
1991, 170). Takabayashi Köji expressed the same concept and influ-
ence from Zeami when he proclaimed: “Okina is the source of all Nö.
In Okina lies the spiritual core of Nö and from Okina stem many of
the technical bases of Nö, such as the rules of choreography” (Bethe
1984, 95).
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If Okina was the basis for nö, this made it critical for perform-
ers to reassert their claim to it. Nö performers reclaimed Okina by
abandoning views of Okina’s religiosity that had been made to glorify
the emperor system during wartime and embracing the scholarly dis-
course on Okina as an ancient ritual of shamanistic possession. Rather
than assume the passive role of informants to academic narrative,
actors portrayed themselves as gatekeepers of the Okina tradition and
offered their own testimony to Okina’s power. Okina has since become
the most powerful myth in the nö profession. Today it is used to des-
ignate authenticity, confer legitimacy, and define artistry.

The mantra of Okina’s power is expressed in the oxymoron
“Okina is and is not nö,” which appears frequently in the writings of
late-twentieth-century performers (Morita 1992, 13; Konparu 1983, 3).
Okina is not nö because it is perceived to be ritual, not drama. For it
to be read as ritual, Okina by necessity must be outside the parameters
of nö. Therefore, the ritualistic aspects of Okina, such as the backstage
rites, transgress the dramaturgical rules of nö theatre. Conversely, per-
formers argue that Okina is nö because they assert that it represents
the living past and core of nö theatre. While actors such as Hisao and
Takabayashi may cite Zeami to argue that Okina was the prototype for
nö, they conceptualize Okina in different terms. Nowhere in his writ-
ings did Zeami state that the actor dancing the role of Okina actually
becomes a deity; nor did he call attention to the moment when the
actor puts on the Okina mask.

Although Okina is a dominant symbol of nö’s traditions, per-
formers cannot make equal claims to Okina’s legacy. The number of
women professionals continues to increase, but women cannot take
part in the Okina performance. Men too face restrictions based on
their status, age, and birth. Only senior actors are allowed to take the
role of Okina, and the hereditary head of the school, the iemoto, usu-
ally enacts Okina on the most important occasions. High-ranking per-
formers describe their privileged experience in writings and interviews
and use these forums as bully pulpits to keep other performers in line
and fascinate their audiences with hints of secret knowledge and para-
normal experiences. Kanze Hisao, for instance, contrasted the spiri-
tual cultivation needed to perform Okina properly with the worldli-
ness of modern actors, condemning those who gossiped and watched
television before taking the stage.25 Invoking the sanctity of Okina has
also been used to argue against allowing any changes in the accepted
staging of plays.26 Finally, in their descriptions of Okina, the most pow-
erful performers make mention of knowledge to which only they are
privileged. The former leader of the Kongö troupe, Kongö Iwao II,
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alluded to secret writings about Okina in his possession: “Our hidden
writings concerning Okina are contained in a book several centime-
ters thick. The details of the ritual include many esoteric Buddhist
mantras and mudras to be done throughout the performance.”27 Such
testimonials reinforce the authority of the few actors allowed to take
the Okina role. They are part of a much longer and wider practice of
invoking secrets and tradition to reinforce institutional hierarchies
and reaffirm familial and professional boundaries.

Today Okina is said to be the source and embodiment of all of
nö’s authenticity and its original sanctity. Thus it is nö’s most central
tradition. Performers refer to their stage experience to impose a read-
ing of Okina as a timeless, first-person encounter with the absolute.
That only senior, male actors may dance the title role reinforces the
notion that knowledge is a function of hierarchy, bloodlines, and gen-
der. Audiences may glimpse a portion of the Okina rite, but they are
said to have no bearing on its meaning. They are invited to honor the
rite, not interpret it. Given the constructed nature and meanings
imputed in the Okina ritual described here, Okina ought to be viewed
less as a premodern religious artifact than as a modern myth of the
postwar nö profession.28 This myth is sustained through its reenact-
ment in performances and nö discourse, where it is resuscitated again
and again, as a strategy of domination.

Okina’s God Song (kamiuta)
okina: Tötö tarari tararira, tarari agarirararitö.
chorus: Chiriyatarari tararira, tarari agarirararitö.
okina: Dwell here for a thousand generations, 
chorus: We will serve you for a thousand autumns.
okina: For the life span of the crane and tortoise,29

chorus: Happiness will rule our hearts.
okina: Tötö tarari tararira.
chorus: Chiriyatarari tararira, tarari agarirararitö.

The Scene of Chichinojö and Enmeikaja
chichinojö: What do we pray for, young lord? Oh, young lord, Sha-

kyamuni Buddha. 
enmeikaja: My father is King Jöbon. My mother is his wife Maya,

the daughter of Zengaku Chöja. I was born in the
heaven of Töriten.30 I lived in the flower garden there.
Chichinojö is here with me. Let’s pray together as
father and son. The young lord has arrived again. 

chichinojö: Under heaven, the old man [Okina] gathers the winds
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and the people boast of the paradise of the five lakes.31

He is the old man with the body of heaven. He lives
without change, longer than the Kirin’s horn, living
since the creation of heaven and earth, older than the
five emperors and three kings of China. He is the one.
Blessings and celebrations. He holds the pine branch,
aritötötö.32

NOTES

I wish to thank Laurence Kominz for his comments on this article and
the Reischauer Institute for Japanese Studies at Harvard University for sup-
port in the form of a postdoctoral fellowship.

1. The twenty-fourth leader of the Kanze school, Kanze Sakon (d.
1939), termed Okina a “shikiten” (Kanze Sakon 1939, 121). Other performers
use the terms “gishiki” and “matsuri,” which are all loose synonyms for the
word “ritual.”

2. “Invented tradition is taken to mean a set of practices, normally gov-
erned by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature,
which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition,
which automatically implies continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm and Ranger
1983, 1). This continuity is “invented” to disguise disruptions and absences
that threaten claims to legitimacy based on reference to a past legacy.

3. Moreover, any collection of nö plays that includes Okina prints the
text before other plays—for example, Kanze Sakon (1995, 2).

4. The period is once said to have lasted for three to seven days, but
the practice has allegedly been abbreviated since the Meiji era. Today the
length of time depends on the actor’s school and family traditions. Some
performers maintain their austerities just on the morning of the perfor-
mance; others have abandoned the practice entirely (Nishino and Haneda
1987:II–12).

5. A Kanze school performer confided in me that it was impossible to
maintain bekka while traveling and staying in a hotel. One family of kyögen
actors reportedly abandoned the custom after a young family member
quipped he would just eat instant noodles during his period of bekka (Salz
1997, 125).

6. Amano Fumio (1995, 32) notes that there are no descriptions of
the okina kazari ceremony dating from the medieval period.

7. For a photograph of the altar used for a Kanze school performance
of Okina (and a useful description of the entire shikisanban) see Honda
(1958, 194).

8. See Morita (1992, 19). Konparu Kunio (1983, 4) says that rice wine
(sake) was used instead of water. A photograph of okina kazari in Umewaka
Rokurö’s book Utai o hajimeru hito no tame also shows a fish on the altar but
provides no explanation (Umewaka 1964, 21).
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9. In the Konparu, Kongö, and Kita schools of the shimogakari tradi-
tion, the role of Senzai is played by a kyögen actor who also carries the box
containing the masks for Okina and Sanbasö. In the Kanze and Höshö ver-
sions of the kamigakari tradition, the person responsible for the mask box is a
kyögen actor, but the role of Senzai is acted by a shite actor.

10. Omote Akira (1979, 344–360) disputes all these propositions but
offers no other theories about the words’ meanings.

11. “Languages change because they express meaning, are functional
and constantly used. Meaningless sounds do not change; they can only be
remembered or forgotten” (Staal 1996, 489).

12. There are a few instances when performers—notably the fifteenth
head of the Kanze troupe, Kanze Motoakira (d. 1774)—changed the verses of
Okina (see note no. 29), but the overall substance of the work is said to have
endured since the early fifteenth century.

13. See Amano (1995, 102). The mask used for the role of Chichinojö
resembles an old man and is similar to the mask worn by Okina. A young boy
performs the role of Enmeikaja and does not wear a mask.

14. For background about Hachijö kadensho see Rath (1999).
15. The theory that Shakyamuni’s father created Okina is found in

the early-sixteenth-century Zenpö zödan— the notes of a student of Konparu
Zenpö (b. 1454), Zenchiku’s grandson and leader of the Konparu troupe
(Zenpö zödan 1995, 506).

16. See Rath (1999, 172). Henry Pernet (1992, 79) notes a similar
polyvalency in masked performances in diverse cultural contexts. He criti-
cizes scholars who give static interpretations of these performances; instead,
he argues, they represent events and cosmic moments in shared lore.

17. See Kinoshita (1890, I:1–5). Kinoshita’s text professed to contain
the most important teachings of the nö profession, including the descriptions
of dance patterns (katazuke) and teachings (narai) conveyed only to select dis-
ciples. The author’s subsequent banishment from the Kanze school for pub-
lishing this work speaks to the authority of his claims.

18. For a discussion of the reconfiguration of Buddhism in this era
see Ketelaar (1990). Helen Hardacre (1989, 21–40) describes the relations
between government and Shinto in this period.

19. From the 1890s, the imperial household ministry became the
chief financial backer of several successive nö societies that sponsored per-
formances and operated the first public nö stage in Tokyo.

20. According to Kongö Ukyö, Okina stood for Ninigi, Senzai for
Amenokoyane no Mikoto, and Sanbasö for Sarudahiko no Mikoto (De Poor-
ter 1989, 29).

21. The dance of Okina shares many parallels with the dance of San-
basö that follows. Yet with the exception of writings by kyögen actors, Sanbasö
is not given the same focus in modern nö discourse. Like Okina, Sanbasö
dons his mask on stage. Nevertheless, in modern nö discourse only the actor
who takes the role of Okina “becomes the divinity.” The stick drum (taiko) per-
former Konparu Kunio has clarified this point: “The actor who performs the
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role of the mystical, old, godlike Okina must become the god” (Konparu
1983, 3).

22. “One becomes what one displays. The wearers of masks are really
the mythical ancestors portrayed by their masks” (Mircea Eliade cited in Per-
net 1992, 119). Pernet dates to the late nineteenth century the scholarly
notion that the wearer of a mask becomes a spirit.

23. “Men o tsukeru koto ni yori shinkaku o emasu”; Yokomichi (1984,
23–24).

24. Another such project in the prewar period was Kanze Sakon’s
efforts to revise the texts of his school’s canon of plays. Sakon enlisted the top
nö specialists of the era, including Nonomura Kaizö, Nogami Toyoichirö,
Kobayashi Shizuo, and Miyake Noboru, to help edit and write commentary
for plays. Besides being a strong proponent of the sanctity of Okina, Sakon
was one of the few prewar actors to write about Zeami’s theories and attempt
to reconcile his school’s traditional lore with scholarly interpretations of the
same writings—as, for example, the date of Kan’ami’s death (Kanze Sakon
1939, 62).

25. According to Kanze Hisao (1991, 171–172): “In the modern era,
the number of performances has increased, and more and more nö actors are
likely just to take stage shortly after engaging in mundane activities like gos-
siping among themselves or watching television. However, I believe that it is
impossible for that bunch to produce an excellent nö even by accident. This
is not just true for the lead actor. Unless every one of the chorus members
and stage attendants manifests a sense of spiritual urgency inside themselves
in some way or another the nö will not succeed on stage at all.”

26. Kita Roppeita acknowledges there are many variations in the way
to perform Okina, but he condemns such variations as contrary to the spirit
of piety required to perform the dance. For similar reasons, he says that “deity
nö” such as Takasago should be performed without alteration (Kita 1978, 11).

27. See Teele (1984, 77). Despite this assertion, Kongö Ukyö was said
to have ordered the destruction of all of the Kongö school’s secret writings at
his death in 1936. See Miyake (1976, 202–203).

28. Roland Barthes (1972, 142) describes a myth as the effort to make
the “contingency appear eternal.”

29. The tortoise is said to live ten thousand years and the crane one
thousand. This passage, included in Kanze Sakon (1994, 2) is from a late-
Heian-era popular ballad (imayö). The Kanze school’s rendering of the “god
song” dates from the eighteenth century when Kanze Motoakira changed the
verse “dödö tarari” to “tötö tarari.” The Konparu, Kongö, and Kita schools still
sing the former version.

30. The Buddhist heaven of Töriten (Sanskrit: Trayastrimsa) is the
second of the six heavens of bliss.

31. The five lakes mentioned in this passage are in China near Lake
Tai Fu.

32. From Hachijö kadensho, (1995, 517). For the translation I referred
to Amano Fumio’s analysis (1995, 36–37).
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